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PRINCIPAL’S COMMENT
Enrolments – good to GREAT – “The Jewel of the
East’
Our projected Year 7 enrolment for 2019 is 123. We
may receive some second and third round
preferences. This year has seen a higher amount of
first preferences from potential students in and out of
our neighbourhood area. The graph below clearly
symbolises the positive growth at our school.

Projected Enrolment 2022
Based on the evidence before us, we are 100% on
track with our enrolment projections (made in 2015)
for 2019. By the year 2022, the Year 8 intake for
2018 will be in Year 12 undertaking Units 3 and 4 in
VCE. The Class of 2022, the first Ashwood Revealed
Year 7 cohort, will reflect complete generational
change at Ashwood High School. The overall student
enrolment in 2019 will be about 490 students. This is
30 ahead of my 2015 June projected figure and 230
students ahead of the Department’s projected figure.
Congratulations to Ashwood High School on the
school transformation process.

700
500

300

The Path Forward’ - Projected Enrolment created
Jun 2015

Comparing DET Ashwood High School Projected
Enrolment Data with our data:

NEVR Principal’s Regional Forum – Education
State
On Monday 4 and Tuesday 5 June I attended NEVR
Principal’s Regional Forum 'Leading Excellence
in Teaching and Learning - Unleashing Greatness
Together', at the Convention Centre. Presentations
were made by the Deputy Premier, Secretary and
Deputy Secretary, interspersed with high calibre
speakers from around the world including Michael
Fullan, Joanne Quinn and Stephen Dinham. What did
I gain from the Conference? Presentations re-affirmed
the positive work that has occurred, is occurring and
will continue to occur at Ashwood High School.

UPCOMING EVENTS
16 July

1st day of Term 3

20 July

Chinese TESOL Teachers Visit

30 July

Year 9/10/11 Online Subject Selections

31 July

ICAS English Competition

9 August

Australian Mathematics Competition

15 August

Curriculum Day

16 August

Year 10 Immunisation Program

21 - 24 August Year 8 Camp
(Continued on page 2)
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Presentations by Michael Fullen and Joanne Quinn
reinforced the need for a coherent Vision statement for
our school. Our Vision statement at Ashwood High
School which includes our Motto, Pillars, Values and
Priorities is able to be articulated by all key stakeholder
participants – students, parents, staff and partners
(including our key university and primary school
partners). I am pleased with the coherence that we have
been able to achieve around what we stand for, where
we are as a school and where we are heading. This
coherence of message was recently affirmed in our
School Review process. The quote from Michael Fullen
leads to a discussion of the ‘take-aways’ from the
Stephen Dinham presentation.
“Educational change will depend on what teachers do
and think, it is as simple and as complex as that.”
Michael Fullan.
The presentation by Stephen Dinham, from the
University of Melbourne reinforced the importance of
evidence and data informed actions. In addition to our
cultural and symbolic transformation, we have
successfully undertaken a number of important projects
around evidence informed action. This will be
demonstrated through PIVOT and anticipated work of
our 2019 Hybrid Action Research Team (HART), which
will investigate actions to enhance student agency in
learning.
PIVOT for example, allows for a process of information
gathering around student engagement and learning to
inform professional practice; through the effective use of
learning intentions, success criteria, descriptive
feedback, peer and self-assessment and individual goal
setting. As a school we are focussed on High Impact
Teaching Strategies (HITS) to improve student
outcomes.
At Ashwood High School we have a positive school
culture that enables staff to know what makes a
difference to each student as a person and as a learner.
It is putting a face to student learning data that makes
the difference in evaluating impact on student learning.
Our professional learning program is focused on
Ashwood High School

building the capacity of staff to make emotional
connections to and having cognitive insights into each
student across all classrooms. As a school we are
guided by a belief that all leaders, teachers and
students can and will achieve. We will endeavour to
design and implement a coherent, timely, relevant,
purposeful, differentiated and challenging professional
learning program for staff of Ashwood High School; a
program that is centred on improved professional
knowledge and practices that impact upon improved
student outcomes
Unified and Sound Governance School Review and
Strategic Plan* – Good to GREAT
The School Review was a comprehensive and
consultative process involving all key stakeholders in
the reflection and evaluation process. Martin Winfield’s
School Review Report reflects favourably on the work
that has been undertaken as part of ‘The Path Forward’.
The goals that have been established will form the basis
of our next Strategic Plan. As principal I am extremely
confident that the next Strategic Plan will deliver
improved student achievement, wellbeing and
engagement outcomes. The Strategic Plan will reflect
the School’s four key priorities: [1] enhancing the
student culture; [2] growing pride and achievement; [3]
valuing staff and building capacity; and [4] increasing
positive parental and community engagement.
Staffing - Valuing Staff and Building Capacity
May I take this opportunity to thank Shelley Haughey and
Ally Jenner for their contributions as Acting Assistant
Principals this term. Ashwood High School is continuing
to retain, develop and attract quality staff to fulfil our
school’s Vision – ‘A school of first choice, a school with
high social and academic outcomes for students, a
positive school culture of empowerment and excellence
based on mutual respect’. It is anticipated that Anna
Kukuruzovic will return from Leave at the start of Term
3. Allison Jenner will continue in the Acting Assistant
Principal role. Shelley Haughey will return as a Leading
Teacher and will take on the role of Enrichment,
Pedagogy, Partnerships and Professional Learning
Leader. Meg McLellan will continue in the Acting Leading
Teacher - Student Engagement, Wellbeing and
Transitions. Lucy Rimmer will continue as Melba
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Coordinator. Catherine Preston will continue as Student
Leadership Coordinator. Vicky Dernikos will become Flynn
Coordinator as Katharine Grounds stands down from that
position. Dione Parker who took Ms Kukuruzovic teaching
role will finish her one term contract. We thank Ms Parker
for her contribution and wish her well in her personal and
professional life.
Ashwood Alliance - Deakin University Partnership Increasing Positive Community Engagement; Valuing
Staff and Building Capacity
The Ashwood Alliance is delivering in respect of its
objectives. It is an alliance of schools working in
collaboration with Deakin University to provide
outstanding experiences for pre-service teachers as part
of their professional practice. In addition, it is enabling
Ashwood High School staff and students to work in
collaboration with staff and students of our local primary
schools. These connections are extremely positive as part
of realising our school Vision as a school of first choice in
the local community.
Accelerated Curriculum and Enrichment (ACE)
Program – Approved SEAL – Growing Pride and
Achievement
Testing for the ACE Program took place on Wednesday
19 June, 2018 – over 50 candidates sat the test.
Successful candidates will be notified once this rigorous
and comprehensive selection process has been
undertaken. There has been strong interest in the ACE
program and this is reflected in the increased Year 7
projected enrolment for 2019. There will be a further ACE
test as part of phase 2 of the selection process.
Student Exchange Program – Enhancing the Student
Culture
The school is currently working in collaboration with CEI
(Centre d'Echanges Internationaux) as part of a
proposed French student exchange program for 2019.
Subject Offerings 2019 – CAPs, VCE, VET & VCAL
Programs – Growing Pride and Achievement
Resource allocations for 2019 will be based on providing
a guaranteed and viable curriculum. We are preparing for
our highly professional and productive information
sessions and subject selection programs which will take
place in Term 3. It is expected that all programs will be
relevant and highly rigorous.
Co-curricular Programs - Enhancing the Student
Culture
The Year 7 Spectacular was a wonderful way to celebrate
the end of the transition period for our Year 7 students. As
we finish Semester 2, there are some specific cocurricular programs worthy of mention, these include:
Winter Concert – those who attended would agree that
Ashwood High School is indeed growing towards musical
excellence. Rehearsals continue for Bugsy Malone,
which looks to be a most entertaining production. We also
hosted a group of Chinese principals with our partners
from Deakin University. The ROMAC fundraiser held by
Interact was a huge success, raising $610.00 and this
week we wished our Year 10s well as they set off on their
Work Experience. A personal highlight for me last week
was attending the Senior School Formal. Our students

Ashwood High School

were well presented, behaved and appreciative. Student
attendance numbers at Study Hall on Tuesday and
Thursday continue to increase. Ashwood High School
continues to deliver Sporting Excellence, with student
success at various interschool sporting events.
Congratulations to all those involved. Our extensive
co-curricular program makes you proud to be part of the
Ashwood High School community.
Principal’s Awards – Term 3 - Growing Pride and
Achievement
Three suites of Principal’s Awards will be presented in
Term 3 for the fourth consecutive year: Academic
Excellence, Academic Endeavour and Citizenship /
Leadership Awards. These will be presented to eligible
students in the company of invited parent(s) / guardian
(s). The presentation of Principal’s Awards will occur on
Friday 27 July 2018. This is an ‘invitation only’ event in
the School’s calendar.
Examinations – Student Assessment and Reporting
- Growing Pride and Achievement
The week starting Monday 4 June saw all students in
Year 7-11 taking place in Semester 1 examinations for
all subjects during regular scheduled class time (Monday
4 June – Friday 8 June 2018). The timetable continued
to run as usual throughout the week. Subjects were
allocated exam length based on the periods allocated.
The General Achievement Test (GAT) for all students
completing a Unit 3-4 VCE class was undertaken on
Wednesday 13 June 2018. This test plays a role in the
calculation of students’ ATAR scores.
A pupil free day held in Week 9 of Term 2, Friday 15
June 2018 was allocated for Report writing. Report proof
reading continued in Week 10 and 11 and reports will be
published on Compass on the last day of the school,
Friday 29 June 2018.

PRINCIPAL CLASS ADDRESS (Leaders of a Learning Community)

Principal’s Comment

60th Birthday Celebration Committee of Management
- Increasing Positive Parental and Community
Engagement
The Committee’s working group, comprised of
ex-students from 1958 – 1968 continue to meet each
Friday, under the guidance of Donna Mineo, Marketing
and Communications Manager. Records and artefacts
are being digitally catalogued and photographed, not
only for the upcoming celebration, but for future
generations. Planning for the event on 28 October is
stepping up, and online ticket sales show that many of
our ex-students are inspired to return to Ashwood High
School. By popular demand, I will be taking members of
the committee on a school tour early in Term 3.
Happy, Safe and Rewarding Winter Study Break
It has been an enormously satisfying year to date. I
would like to thank students, staff and parents on
your contribution to a wonderful semester of
learning. I wish all families and staff a safe and
restful break. I look forward to seeing you all safe
and sound on Monday 16 July, 2018.
Mr Brett Moore | Principal
Friday 29 June 2018
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SENIOR FORMAL

Ashwood High School
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Reflection
In some ways this term feels like it has flown by and on
others seems like it has been the long 11 week term. It
has been my privilege and pleasure to undertake the
role of Acting Assistant Principal while Anna
Kukuruzovic has been on long service leave. I have
thoroughly enjoyed the learning that I have undertaken
in this role and know that I will use it moving forward.
The 3 main things I have learnt this term are:
1.
2.

3.

Effective School Leadership significantly and
positively impacts on student outcomes
Team work really does make the dream work –
working closely with Ms Ally Jenner (Acting
Assistant Principal) and Mr Brett Moore (Principal)
has been a pleasure
The role of the Assistant Principal is a very
enjoyable one (even if it is ever busy).

I would like to thank Mr Brett Moore for the opportunity
to have this experience. I have been able to learn
about the importance of balanced leadership; the
impact of well-rounded leadership across all
dimensions
–
Technical,
Cultural,
symbolic,
educational and most important of all, human. This
experience has enabled learning that cannot be had
from undertaking a course of study. I would also like to
thank the school community for the trust that you have
demonstrated by showing support and appreciation
whilst I have been in this role.
Attitudes to School Survey
Since my last article the school has undertaken the
Attitudes to School survey. This is a survey that is
mandated by the Department of Education and is
undertaken by all students from Grade 4 to Year 12.
With special questions for the Year 7 students around
supportive transition and Year 11 and 12 around
transition from school.
Student Voice and Learner Agency
The data gathered from this survey is used to frame
and inform school improvement and is a driving force in
student voice and school improvement for our school.
After all, we are here for the students and they are
always at the centre of our decisions. In the past some
changes that have occurred from this data include; ICT
review, Camps programs review, implementation of an
awards and recognition program, and a change from
the vertical to horizontal curriculum. This year the data
will help inform the action plan that will be developed
after the new Strategic Plan is written in Term 3.
School Review
The School Review has now been completed and we
look forward to the report being submitted to the panel
for consideration around the strategic direction for the
School for the next 4 years. ‘The Path Forward’ has
been our guiding document for the past 3 years
centered around fast and effective whole school
change – which has been achieved under the
leadership of Mr Moore. Our new Strategic Plan will
clearly set out the goals for the next 4 years and I look
forward to working with the whole school community in
working towards achieving these goals. Within this

Ashwood High School

process I have been responsible for gathering all of the
policy documents to ensure that our school was
compliant with the VRQA policies. The documents
were tabled to the Reviewer, Martin Winfield and we
have been approved as compliant with requirements.
High Expectations – Use of Mobile Phones
In line with our high expectations at Ashwood High
School I would like to remind parents that if their son or
daughter is communicating with them via mobile
phones that they are likely to be breaking the school
rules. Mobile phones are not allowed to be out or used
on the school grounds. If they are brought to school,
they are to be kept in the locker in their bags. Should
you receive communication form you child when they
should be in classes please discuss with them that this
is not appropriate behavior. If it is an urgent matter and
you need to make contact with your son or daughter
during the day, please do so through the General
Office.
High Expectations – Uniform worn with pride
Our uniform is worn with pride by our students and
represents our school so well within the community. In
line with the Uniform Policy it is timely, as it gets colder
to bring attention to the fact that the sport D-Tech
jacket is not to be worn as an outer garment with the
school uniform. This is part of the sport uniform and is
only to be worn with the sport uniform. As well as this,
students are reminded that on interschool sport days if
not in FULL sport uniform (with no additional items)
will not be allowed to attend (with no refund provided).
Dobsons will have an ‘early bird’ sale later in the year
to enable the purchase of the school uniform as
required for the full implementation in 2019.
Enhancing Student Culture – Senior School Formal
The Senior School Formal was on Thursday 21 June
2018. The Year 11 and 12 students were keen to frock
up and show off their ‘grown up’ side. There was a
student committee that did most of the organising
head by Meg McLellan. This event is a highlight on the
calendar for these students and they should all be
commended on their appearance as well as their highly
respectful behavior on the evening. They were
perfectly behaved young men and women and
represented our school community with pride.
Congratulations to all of the students. And thank you to
all of the staff that gave up their time to attend
(especially Ms Allison Phillips and the man of the
moment little baby Daniel Peter McGinn). It is evenings
like this that I like to take the time to sit back and reflect
about the fact that our world is in very capable hands
as we are raising young adults like these to be valued
members of our society.

PRINCIPAL CLASS ADDRESS (Leaders of a Learning Community)
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Happy and Safe Holidays
I would once again reiterate my absolute pleasure of
undertaking this role. I hope that you all have safe and
happy holidays and have some time working, but also
with friends and family.
Ms Shelley Haughey | Acting Assistant Principal —
Student Engagement & Wellbeing
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Evaluating Impact on Learning, Assessment and
Reporting
Teachers work hard throughout the year to get to know
each of their students so that they can design the best
possible learning activities for them, allowing students
to develop and achieve at their own level. In this way,
assessment should be considered as the constant and
ongoing process of gathering, analysing and reflecting
on evidence. This evidence takes many forms
incorporating students’ submitted work, their actions
and participation in class and how they interact and
contribute outside of the classroom. This process
assists teachers to make informed and consistent
judgements that allow them to plan for future learning
and also report on current progress and suggest areas
for improvement.
Semester 1 Exams
Exams were held throughout Week 8 and are an
important part of assuring students across different
classes are progressing towards the next level.
Teachers work collaboratively to design and moderate
exams just as they do common student assessment
tasks.
As in all schools, exams are anticipated with a variety
of emotions ranging from excitement to pure dread,
sometimes from parents just as much as students.
We’ve all been there, studying for an exam, thinking
we’ve got it under control and then just as we’ve nailed
the first few questions we spot it - a question we have
no idea about. It’s written funny, or there is a word we
don’t quite remember and all of a sudden our learning
confidence is blown. The perspiration builds and the
stress levels rise. We look up and everyone one
around us is writing furiously. The rest of the exam is
going to go one of two ways, we give up or we
re-group. The strategies we develop to deal with such
situations positively are a matter of grit. Do we lie in the
mud or get back on the horse?
Developing grit or perseverance is an important trait in
all aspects of our lives, but is most critical in times of
perceived stress or failure. Helping students plan for a
mental blank, an unexpected question or heightened
stress can be just as important as effectively revising
the subject content. It is for this reason at Ashwood
High all students undertake end of semester exams.
For our Year 7s it is important to start to familiarise
themselves with the skills necessary for effective study
and for them to begin to understand how they feel and
operate under exam conditions. For our Year 10 and
11 students it is a very necessary preparation for their
ultimate exams in Year 12. Students and parents are
encouraged to analyse this semesters exam results
and discuss areas for improvement. Students will
develop a new set of Learning Goals in STAR for next
semester and with careful reflection, these can be
designed to maximise success at the end of the year.
Setting high expectations for ourselves and developing
the grit to get there just requires a little ‘Vision Inspired
Action’.
Semester 1 Reports
As I write this newsletter article a pile of reports sit at
Ashwood High School

my side ready for their final proof read. It’s always
rewarding to discover those students who have set
positive and meaningful Learning Goals for themselves
at the beginning of the semester and who have clearly
put in the effort to achieve them. Teachers have spent
the last few weeks marking exams and collating the
semester’s student learning data. The careful analysis
of this data allows teachers to evaluate each of their
students learning growth and their development over
the course of the semester and also to identify areas
for future improvement. Each report includes the
results of a number of common assessment tasks,
students’ exam result and an assessment against the
Victorian Curriculum Achievement Standards that
reflects what students have demonstrated throughout
the semester. The reports also include a number of
other factors that impact on student learning such as
their attendance and their Learning Characteristics as
displayed in each subject, with each individual teacher.
Regular attendance coupled with a positive and open
to learning attitude are key elements for success. I
encourage students and parents to consider how these
elements might also be improved to further assist
students to learn new skills and consolidate their
knowledge in each subject area. Student led
Conferences will take place in Week 7 of Term 3. It is
expected that all students attend the event with their
parents or carers to plan for continued success with
their teachers.
The General Achievement Test (GAT)
All students undertaking a Unit 3 and 4 VCE subject
undertook the GAT on Wednesday 13 June. The GAT
is a test of general knowledge and skills in:




written communication
Mathematics, Science and Technology
Humanities, the Arts and Social Sciences.

PRINCIPAL CLASS ADDRESS (Leaders of a Learning Community)
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The exam represents a body of general knowledge and
skills that students develop through their school years.
Students GAT results act as an additional set of data
about their general aptitude, skill and ability. GAT
results are a good indicator of how well a student will
do in their various subjects within the VCE. The results
are used to cross-check teachers internal assessments
and students exam results, the idea being that these
should form an alignment. If there is a large
discrepancy in results the VCAA may decide to look at
individual pieces of assessment more closely. The
GAT can also be used to help determine a student’s
grade for an exam if for some reason they were unable
to sit the exam, for example if they were hospitalised
due to illness. More information about the GAT can be
found at
https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Pages/vce/exams/gat/
aboutgat.aspx
Education Sub-Committee
As part of the School Review a number of areas for
improvement were identified. One such area that was
discussed by the Review Panel and representatives of
School Council was the School’s Homework Policy. In
response, the original policy has been updated and
now more adequately reflects the values and aspiration
of Ashwood High School and our Path Forward. This
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new draft is currently under consideration and parents
are invited to familiarise themselves with the draft and
provide feedback if desired. A copy of the draft policy
can be obtained from Robyn at Reception. Please
provide any feedback to me, Allison Jenner in writing
by Monday 23 July.
Key dates for Term 3:


Curriculum Day (Student Free Day) Wednesday 15
August

Ashwood High School



Year 8 Camp Tuesday 21 August – Friday 24
August



Student Led Conferences (no regular classes)
Wednesday 29 August



School Musical Thursday 13 September – Saturday
15 September

Ms Allison Jenner | Acting Assistant Principal —
Curriculum, Operations, Logistics

& Learning

PRINCIPAL CLASS ADDRESS (Leaders of a Learning Community)
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The Student Representative Council members are happy to announce the appointment of our new Year 7 Student
Representatives for 2018: Stephanie Millan and Jesse Bryan. Congratulations Stephanie and Jesse on your
successful applications.
The SRC are busily planning for their Student Forum which will be held at the beginning of Term 3, where the SRC
are seeking student voice for student priorities for the SRC going forward.
In Alpine School news, Kelly Martin, Emma Silk, Jadrien Noel and Luke Richardson have been brainstorming and
researching for their Community Learning Project which they will plan at the Alpine Dinner Plain campus in Term 3,
and then implement at Ashwood High School upon their return in Term 4. We wish them well on their upcoming
mountain adventure and hope they enjoy the snow and keep warm!
Ms Catherine Preston | Acting Student Leadership Coordinator

Hello once again to Mr Moore, all staff, students and parents of Ashwood
High School. This term has been both busy and quiet. In general terms,
school has been extremely busy, especially for senior students. While
Year 7-11 students were studying hard and sitting their exams in Week 8,
many senior students were also facing some of their busiest weeks in
terms of SACs, and then the GAT, (General Achievement Test), which all
Year 12 students across Victoria had to complete in exam conditions for 3
hours on Wednesday 13 June.
Not only have we been busy academically, but events such as district
Alan Martin
cross country - which was very successful this year, the Winter Concert that Chelsea Dunstan
featured a plethora of many beautiful performances, and continuous work on the school musical, have kept us
busy in all aspects of school.

School Connectedness (Engagement & Wellbeing)

SCHOOL CAPTAINS’ REPORT

The Year 11s and 12s has attended the Ashwood High School Senior Formal on Thursday 21 June from 6:30pm10:30pm, which was an amazing night with friends where we celebrated our last year or so together.
In terms of Leadership, this term has been relatively quiet. The Leadership Executive team are still planning future
events such as the next leadership training day and Wake Up Week! which will be underway in Term 3.
Chelsea Dunstan and Alan Martin
School Captains

Term 2 has been a busy term with tests and exams for all students but there are also a lot of
wonderful things that have been happening.
The Senior Formal was on Thursday 21 June. A number of International Students were
involved in this Senior Social event, they were very excited for the formal as it provided a
great opportunity for them to relax and socialise with students in and outside our school. For
many of the International Students, it’s their first time to attend such social event, it was a
memorable and enjoyable experience in their High School life.
Many International Students took part in the Winter Concert. Some talented instrument
players demonstrated amazing talent such as Ryan Cai on the saxophone, Jason Hou on the
cello and Glenys Wang on the flute, Jack Su, Sylvia Chen, Rita Liu and Zheng Yi entertained the
audience with their piano recitals.

Nicole Hou

We have a large number of International Students in different year levels participating in the ICAS Science
Competition and the Australian Mathematics Competition. The level of participation in the competitions is excellent
among International Students.
As an International Student Captain, I’m very pleased with the active participation made by our International
Students in various school events.
Nicole Hou
International Student Captain

Ashwood High School
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The Senior School has been a busy place this term with a number of special events: A small group of our Year 12
students participated in the Rotary Club of Chadstone / East Malvern’s School to Career evening on May 23. On
June 19 the Year 12 students had a follow up presentation from Nathan Strempel about the need to accept
change and be willing to take a chance on your future. The same day saw the Year 11 students participate in a
session presented by the Young Workers Centre on the rights of young people in the work place. Many of our
senior students also welcomed the opportunity to attend the Senior School Formal on June 21. Feedback from all
of these activities was very positive from the students involved.
“On May 23 Marie, Alan, Kevin, Tara and myself went to a Rotary
Event held at Matthew Flinders. The Rotary event consisted of 3
people who shared their experiences through university and how
they ended up at university. There were two female and one male
presenting. The male was studying Health and physical education
and he discussed how he got there and his school experiences
with VCE. One of the girls discussed with us how she didn't get
into her dream course, however pathways allowed her to do what
she wanted and she is a successful business women. The last girl
who spoke mentioned about her time at university and how she
got there. The event was interesting and insightful as it informed
us and let us know that even if we don't get the score we want,
there are always pathway options to what we want to do. We would like to thank Rotary for inviting us to share the
evening with them as well as a big thank you to Ms Huggins for taking the time out of her night to come with us,
we appreciate it very much.”
Dipti Satur

“On Tuesday 19 June the Year 12 students were visited by an inspirational speaker named Nathan Strempel, who
had presented to us once before at our Study Retreat at Deakin University earlier this year. In this presentation he
spoke to us about overcoming the fear of putting ourselves out there and being open to failure in order to develop
our identity. Nathan also inspired us sharing his personal stories and encouraging us to share ours. We were
taught to not let things like gender stereotypes and fears stop us from being who we are and accomplishing our
dreams. We had entertaining discussions, watched promotional videos and magic tricks that kept us engaged. We
greatly appreciate the efforts he made in travelling from Sydney to speak to us once more and value the stories
and inspirational life lessons he shared with us.”

School Connectedness (Engagement & Wellbeing)

SENIOR SCHOOL REPORT

Talia Simone and Franck Panazio

“The work placement presentation informed us students of many things that we need to know before applying for
a certain job at any industry. We were told about a website that calculates the average wage we should get at
different workplaces which I found very useful to know. We were informed about the do’s and don’ts at work and
what things we can refuse to do at a workplace and how bullying, underpaying or asking for too much work is
never okay at a workplace. Overall I found the presentation very useful because it opened my eyes about what
the work industry is like and the things that I need to know when I find a job in the future.”
Bardia Zarrinnam

The upcoming mid-year break is a good opportunity for our senior students to rest and regroup before the rigours
of Term 3. It is also a good opportunity for students to review their work habits of the first semester and make any
necessary adjustments to ensure a smooth and positive outcome for the year. This should include revision and
summary of Unit 3 coursework, and Unit 1 where applicable for our VCE students, and planning and preparation
for major projects for our VCAL students. A number of teachers will be available in Week 2 of the break to work
with the students and all students are encouraged to attend these sessions. Please check Compass for details.
Students will also have tasks to complete over this break.
All Year 11 VCE students have recently completed their Unit 1 exams and should use these as a guide for their
reflection in terms of the need for ongoing study and also exam preparation. The Year 12 students and a number
of Year 11s also recently completed the GAT. This is a General Achievement Test that is administered externally
by VCAA and is used as one of the guides to monitor student assessments, and assist with Derived Exam Scores
if required. As has been the case for many years our students’ behaviour in the exam space was again befitting
the high expectations that we always have for our students.
To further assist our Year 12 VCE students in their preparations for the end of year exams all students
participated in an “Ace Your Exams” session run by Elevate Education on Monday June 25. Students are
encouraged to regularly review the information provided and, in addition to the subject specific information
provided by their teachers, to start their planning and preparation for November. As the students were recently
advised the end of year exam timetable has been published by VCAA and is available on their website:
www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Pages/vce/exams/timetable.aspx
Ashwood High School
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The VCAL students have been finalising their Unit 1 projects, including a presentation on June 19 by Spin Chat to
our Year 10 students, and will now be looking to prepare for their group community projects for Unit 2.
Spin Chat
“On Tuesday 19 June Joel De Munk visited our school and held a presentation for the Year 10 and VCAL classes.
The presentation was about how he became paraplegic and also to share awareness of spinal cord injuries and
the lifelong effects it can have. Joel talked about his daily routine, from how he gets up in the morning, to picking
up his daughter from school and how he gets into bed. Joel also talked about how he has a stranger in his house
now in the mornings and afternoons daily, he has two metal rods in his back, he had a few screws removed from
his back, but now he has an infection that cannot be cured. He needs to carry a pump that drains out the bacteria
from the metal rods and he also gets antibiotics pumped into the infected area. In the words of Joel “Don’t think I
have a sad life because I don’t.”
Laura Gibbs-Brown and Jack Hynd

To celebrate the hard work and determination of our Year 12s in Semester 1 we continued with our long held
tradition of a birthday celebration for the students, with a morning tea in the Senior Centre on Monday June 25.
I wish all of our students and staff a safe and restful break.
Mrs Julie Huggins | Senior School Coordinator / Careers Coordinator

Year 10 Mock Interview Program 2018 — Take Action
On Monday 18 June all Year 10s participated in the Mock Interview Program. This program required students
to compile a Career Portfolio including a cover letter, resume and evidence to present to a member of Malvern/
Chadstone Rotary volunteers in a mock interview for a job. The program at the school has been supported by
the Rotary Club for more than 15 years now and continues to be a worthy experience for students as they
begin to consider their future career aspirations. This year over 60 students attended 20 minute interviews and
were provided on the spot written and verbal feedback regarding their interview capabilities. All of the Rotarians
have worked in various roles in industry and this year three Rotarians are or have worked in recruitment.

School Connectedness (Engagement & Wellbeing)

SENIOR SCHOOL REPORT

The Take Action Team
Kath Robinson
Jodie Hechenberger
Carmela Diaz
Lizzie Gault
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As we have reached the end of Semester 1, I would like to take this opportunity to reflect on the great
accomplishments of our School Community in the areas of Wellbeing, Engagement and Transitions.
The SRC organized the “World’s Greatest Shave” at the end of Term 1. Belle McWilliam and Jonathan Perrone
got a buzz cut in support of this very worthy cause. In total, the SRC raised $260.00 that was donated on behalf
of the school to the Leukaemia Foundation.
At the Athletics Carnival, over 400 sausages and hamburgers were sold for a total of over $300. This money will
assist Student Council Representatives to continue their program for the remainder of the year.
The camps have all taken place for this year – with the exception of Year 8 camp in Term 3 and the Bogong
Leadership Camp in Term 4. Thank you to the staff who organised and attended these camps to support
students in their out-of-the-classroom learning experiences.
Year 7 students have successfully completed their first Semester in High School. In celebration of their
achievements, the Year 7 Spectacular was held on Wednesday 27 June. During this annual event in the school
calendar, Year 7 students, in celebration with their teachers, showed their parents the great work they have
completed this Semester and received acknowledgement for their efforts.
The school uniform protocols have continued to be enforced, as per our school CHOIR value of ‘High
Expectations’. Many thanks to those students who have upheld the school value by adhering to this policy
without prompting. Just a reminder to all students that the school bag is a compulsory part of the school
uniform. Furthermore, navy tights must be worn with the winter skirt and the D-Tech jacket is to be worn with the
full PE uniform only. All other uniform requirements are available for viewing in the student diaries.
The School Colours Program has been rolled out again this year. Congratulations to the many students who
have been receiving certificates this semester for their achievements and involvements. Students are reminded
to be collecting their School Colour certificates of nomination for their folio submission at the end of the year.
They should be keeping the certificates in a safe place and preparing to write their letter of application to
Mr Moore at the end of Term 3.

School Connectedness (Engagement & Wellbeing)

ENGAGEMENT, WELLBEING & TRANSITIONS

In closing, I am so pleased with all of the efforts of our students and staff this term. The work completed has
been extensive and all as a result of a collaborative effort and shared sense of community at our great school.
As I embark into next term, I would like to take the time to thank those who have assisted me in this new role.
Ally Jenner for her words of wisdom and strong example; to the House Coordinators – John Sheehan,
Katie Grounds, Lucy Rimmer and Sachael Miller - who have enabled me to do my best work through their high
level of competency and positivity; to Shelley Haughey for her endless guidance and support; to the broader
school community – students, parents, and staff – who have accepted me into this roll unhesitatingly. Finally to
Mr Moore for his ongoing belief in my capacity and coaching in this new leadership role. It has been a pleasure
to act in this position and I look forward to the great work we will achieve together in Semester 2 and beyond.
Ms Meg McLellan | Acting Student Engagement, Wellbeing & Transitions Leader

Infiniti, Ashwood’s new Library Management System, is live and online. Thanks to the efforts of Brendan and
Basem from IT, all Ashwood High School students and staff can now access their personal library portal and
search the library catalogue from anywhere, at any time, on any device that connects to the internet.
Infiniti’s convenience and accessibility will become more and more crucial as online resources begin to play
an increasingly important role in our library’s near future. Log on and explore Infiniti and beyond.
Mr Matthew Feeney | Learning Support/ERC Coordinator

Ashwood High School
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2018 so far has been amazing. We have successfully completed two terms of the academic year. The Year 7s
had their first two terms of high school and the Year 12s will now have two more terms left to graduate from this
amazing School. As a House we learned lots about each other, we worked collaboratively, we learned from our
mistakes, our peers and from teachers, respecting everyone.
Teamwork from Cowan this year is tremendous and this was reflected in the Athletics Carnival held on 14 May
as we finished second overall.
It was great to see all students of the Cowan army participating in various events and achieving house points.
Let's aim to continue like this and work together for the events to come. GO COWAN!
Giji Vinod and Mikhella Casanova

As our wonderful captain Mandy Kha is very busy with her Year 12 studies and co-captain Declan Johnson is
missing in action (AKA on work experience) the beloved Miss Grounds has commandeered this section of the
Ashwood Newsletter! My first order of business is to announce that every single member of Flynn House has
done themselves proud this semester! We have taken home the coveted trifecta this year by not only placing first
in the swimming and cross country carnivals but most recently the athletics carnival too where we threw, jumped
and ran our way to victory! It has been wonderful to see the students really take to heart our slogan and “WIN
FOR FLYNN!”
This amazing effort was rewarded recently with a House party held in the Science Centre where students from
Year 7 – 12 brought along a plate to share and mingled in what was a wonderful environment of team spirit and
comradery. I was a very proud House Coordinator. Which brings me to my second announcement – that I will be
removing my crown and handing it over to Mrs Dernikos who will become the Flynn House Coordinator for
Semester 2. Don’t worry kiddo’s I am not going anywhere and will always be a Flynnian! In fact, they are going to
have to try stop me coming up on stage when we win (not if!) the House Shield at the end of the year! Keep up
the good work, or else… They say I have created a competitive “monster” with the Flynn House, and I am
secretly chuffed at that. Have a wonderful break everyone!
Ms Katie Grounds | Flynn House Coordinator

School Connectedness (Engagement & Wellbeing)

HOUSE CORNER

This term has yielded some great successes for Melba House. We have had the ‘STAR Wars’ competition
running all term, and Melba came out on top! Congratulations to all Melba students who participated in ‘STAR
Wars’ and gained points for your house, your hard work has paid off!
While we had slightly less success in the House Athletics, I would like to congratulate and thank every student
who participated in events or who helped out on the day to earn points for their House. If you didn’t, I strongly
encourage you to get involved next year; it’s good fun and good exercise! Congratulations also to Melba House
Captain Mayra Kelly, and Vice-Captain Emma Mahon, who worked hard to promote House spirit and participated
extensively on the day.
As my first term as Melba House Coordinator draws to a close, I want to thank all students, parents and staff
members who have supported me and made my transition into the position smooth and enjoyable. This is a
wonderful school with wonderful students, and it’s a pleasure to be a member of the Student Management team
and work with such pleasant students and capable staff.
Ms Lucy Rimmer | Acting Melba House Coordinator

It was fantastic to see the great participation at the Athletics Carnival and we are really proud of our House
members for participating. It was an excellent day and we had so many members participating in events. It was
also fantastic to see so many Paterson House members helping out on the day and cheering on one each other.
Unfortunately, we did not come first but that will not stop us from getting back on top! Keep up the fantastic work
Paterson!
Katriana Fernando and Elena Doulgerakis

What a fantastic first semester it has been! I would like to congratulate all Paterson House members for your
great involvement in the Athletics Carnival and for all of your efforts in STAR Wars this term. Thank you to our
members of House Council for showing your commitment to Paterson House and for giving up your time to
decorate our notice board and complete pages for the school magazine.
I wish you all a wonderful, restful break!
Ms Sachael Miller | Paterson House Coordinator

House Co-ordinators:
Mr John Sheehan (Cowan House), Ms Katie Grounds (Flynn House),
Ms Lucy Rimmer — Acting (Melba House), Ms Sachael Miller (Paterson House)
Ashwood High School
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THE HOMESTAY PROGRAM
Currently we have 64 International Students studying at Ashwood High School. In addition, we have 6 new
International Students studying intensive English at different English Language Centres. These new arrivals
have to complete 21 weeks of English before joining Ashwood High School for mainstream schooling in Term
3, 2018. Our International Students are mainly from China but we also have students from South Korea,
Hong Kong, Iran, Thailand and Finland. The majority of our international students are placed in Year 10, 11
and 12.
About 60% of our international students at Ashwood High School are here without their parents. The school
looks after their wellbeing and provides them with homestay accommodation.
The provision of quality homestay accommodation for international students is one of the most important
responsibilities undertaken by the school. It is essential that homestay accommodation is of high quality and
the homestay family provides a safe, comfortable and caring environment for the international students.
Homestay is full board accommodation offered by a family, a couple or a single person. The student pays a
set weekly fee to the homestay host to cover food and shelter. This includes:



A single room for the student’s use



Three meals a day, seven days a week



Facilities – a bed, wardrobe, towels and linen



Utilities –gas, electricity, heating and water costs



Cleaning services of common living area



Use of living areas within the residence



Study facilities –desk, study lamp, bookcase, internet connection.

School Connectedness (Engagement & Wellbeing)

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT PROGRAM

The homestay experience is an excellent way for International Students to improve their English, learn about
the Australian culture and experience the Australian way of life. Homestay families play an important role in
assisting our students in their cultural adjustment and in integrating our students into the community. The role
of supporting the students is of utmost importance in the homestay program as International Students arriving in a new country can find the whole new experience daunting and frightening. Initially, when students first
arrive, they feel lonely, homesick and are often tired due to the new demands place on them in a new
environment. There are also high expectations from their families back home to achieve academic success.
Hence, the homestay families have to be supportive and understanding of the students’ needs and the
pressure place on them to succeed.
Ashwood High School takes great care and diligence in the placement of students in homestay
accommodation. Homestay hosts have to undergo Working With Children Check. We also ensure that each
International Student is carefully matched to a compatible homestay family by interviewing the family, doing
regular site visits and by completing a Homestay Profile of the family.
Ashwood High School is looking for homestays for new international students. If you are interested, please
contact Kim Elliston, International Student Coordinator on 9807 1333
Ms Kim Elliston | International Student Program Coordinator
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International Students Participating at the Winter Concert

School Connectedness (Engagement & Wellbeing)

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT PROGRAM

International Students at the Senior Formal
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Outdoor Studies Surf Coast Camp
Year 9 and 10 students from the Outdoor Studies elective were lucky enough to attend an overnight
camp in Lorne to finish off their learning in the subject. Leaving before sunrise on Thursday 21 June ,
we travelled by bus to one of the more beautiful parts of our world. After setting up our tents and getting
organised we took off on a wonderful bushwalk in the Great Otway’s National Park. We put into practice
all of the skills and knowledge Mr Tipping had taught us from across the semester including Minimal
Impact Strategies, Food Planning and Group Bushwalking.
Our first destination was Kalimna Falls, which is a beautiful waterfall hidden away in the bush (see
below). We then continued on through Sheoak Picnic Area to St Georges River (see photo below)
where we were all very excited to see three whales and some kangaroos. From there we walked back
into Lorne to the pier and were able to see the people fishing and were lucky enough to see a stingray.
Once back at camp we were able to use our Trangia skills to cook up a feast for dinner. After that we
had some free time in town at the Boat Playground where we had heaps of fun.
Waking early on Friday 22 June we shook off the freezing cold and headed to the beach for our surfing
lesson (see photo below). We had a nice walk along the waterline and arrived at the main beach of
Lorne ready to hit the surf. It was great fun even though the waves weren’t all that big. It was awesome
to see everyone have a go and get in the water.
Overall, camp was really fun and will be a highlight of the year for everyone that attended. It was a great
way to put into practice everything that Mr Tipping had taught us and I recommend this subject to
anyone that loves getting outdoors and having fun.
Bronica Jennings — Year 9

Kalimna Falls

St George River

Morning walk along beach

Surfing lesson

Ashwood High School
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Please note that Semester Reports are published on Compass on Friday 29 June. Parents/Guardians/Carers are
encouraged to sit down and review the reports with their children. Reports can be printed or viewed online.
Student reports provide students, teachers and parents with a clear and concise picture of a student’s
achievement and progress at a point in time. Teachers make informed and consistent decisions about student
progress against the achievement standards using a variety of assessments and observations to inform their
judgement. They map the student’s learning against the achievement standards, and place the student on the
learning continuum, that best reflect the student’s level of performance and progress.
The Victorian Curriculum is structured as a single developmental learning continuum and is organised by levels
not years of schooling. The curriculum consists of Towards Foundation Levels A to D and Levels Foundation to
10. All curriculum areas have achievement standards, describing what students are able to understand and do.
All students’ progress along the learning continuum at their own rate and from their own starting point. Students
are taught at the level that suits their needs, rather than being taught to the year level and age group they are in.
Teachers provide learning opportunities to support the learning for all students, including those students with
additional learning needs or a disability.
Subject Selection and Course Counselling 2019
With the half way mark of the 2018 academic year approaching us it is time for our Year 10 and 11 students to
begin considering their subject options for 2019.
There are a number of steps involved in this process and I encourage Parents/Guardians/Carers to start having
discussions around what your young adult is considering for their education moving forward. Thinking about what
career they are interested in, their strengths as a learner and where their passions lie are important factors that
should be taken into account.

Student Learning (Curricular and Co-Curricular Activities)

Exams and Reports
Congratulations to all students for successfully surviving the first exam period for 2018 and completing their
studies for Semester 1. Students should by now have received feedback on their results and reflected upon their
preparation and completion of exams.

Below is a Timeline summary for this process in Term 3. Alternatively, please access the school calendar on
Compass.
Week 1: Subject Handbooks available — Friday 20 July
Week 2: Future Focused Fair (Subject Informaiton) and Careers Expo — Monday 23 July
Week 3: Online Subject Selection Opens — Monday 30 July
Week 4: Online Subject Selection Closes — Monday 6 August
Week 6: Course Counselling — Monday 20 August
Information on VCE subjects can be found at (not subjects are offered):
https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Pages/vce/studies/index.aspx
Information on VCAL can be found at:
https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Pages/vcal/students/index.aspx
Mr Christopher Tipping | Director of Studies

STUDENT ABSENCE HOTLINE
The school absence hotline is available 24 hours a day. Please call
9809 6950 and leave a detailed message advising your name, student
name, date of absence and reason for absence.
Ashwood High School
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Berthe Mouchette Poetry Competition
In the middle of Term 1, we started learning a French poem for the Berthe Mouchette Poetry Competition.
Both of the Year 7 French teachers assisted in the pronunciation and memorisation of the poem. As the
students started to learn the poem more and more, they were feeling more prepared and ready for the
competition. The only thing left that they needed was the help of a French person. Two kind Year 12 French
mums, Madame Panazi and Madame Martin assisted us in fine-tuning our poem which we were very grateful
for. Before we knew it, it was time for the competition and everyone had a little nerves and excitement. One
by one we were called up and in the end everyone did a great job. Some people went beyond expectations
getting a perfect score and advanced to the next round. Being one of those people, I was thrilled and
extremely excited to go on the day. Once it came to the day I felt prepared and had great fun reciting my
poem to the judges. I would also like to thank on behalf of all the Year 7s Ms Dernikos for helping us and
being there to support us on the day. I would also like to thank Mr Rayner and the Year 10 mum who assisted
us in learning. - James Talbot (Year 7)
On Friday 18 May, French students from our school recited a certain poem which each year level had been
practising for a couple of weeks. For Year 7s, ours was 'Depart' by Pierre Reverdy and we tried many
methods of learning this poem. Five Ashwood High School students from various year levels got through to
the final and worked very hard to perfect their pronunciation. On Sunday 24 June, James Talbot and I met
Mrs Dernikos at the venue, Alliance Française in St. Kilda, for the Year 7 final. There were 3045 participants
in Year 7, with 169 chosen as finalists. The examiners were running ahead of time and James and I went up
to the waiting room and read through the poem one more time before they called us in. It was over in a
flash! We were nervous and hope we did it well, but it seems a bit of a blur now. Winners will be announced
in September. Thank you to Mrs Dernikos for encouraging us on Sunday. - Charlotte Pryor (Year 7)
The Alliance Française French poetry competition was held on Friday 18 May. Throughout the day, all
students of French recited a poem that they had been practising in the lead up to the day. About a month
prior to the day, each year level got given their poems. We all worked really hard in and out of the class room
to assure we knew the poem off by heart. On the day of the competition, everyone had a positive attitude and
tried their hardest! Just recently, the results came back as to who got through to the next round of completion.
I feel so privileged and proud to be one of five students from Ashwood High School to be competing and
reciting the poem against other schools at the next round! On behalf of the participants, I would like to thank
our wonderful French teachers for organising this event, and also to Madame Panazi and Madame Martin for
taking their own time to help the students learn the poem. Congratulations again to all participants and those
who are going to the next round! - Matilda Stanton (Year 8)

Ashwood High School
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English/Humanities/LOTE
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Student Learning (Curricular and Co-Curricular Activities)

On Thursday 31 May, our Year 12 Chemistry
class went on an excursion to Deakin University to
enjoy a hands-on experience on what we’ve been
studying in class; electrolysis! Being given the
opportunity to immerse ourselves in a University
level laboratory enabled us to gain a better
understanding of the chemical reactions occurring
in our focused practical investigation. Each group
was given a mentor to guide us during the
experiment in which also gave us the chance to
ask questions about their journey in University so
far. During our time at Deakin, we also got to see
advanced equipment and other experiments
researchers had been working on prior to us
arriving. This excursion was a worthwhile
experience and enforced both of our decisions to
further pursue science once we finish VCE. We would like to thank Deakin University for allowing us to use
their labs to further enhance our Chemistry knowledge and Ms Kate Davis for organising a wonderful
excursion! Mayra Kelly and Mandy Kha — Year 12

Fun in Year 7 Science — Separation of Mixtures Challenge

Ashwood High School
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Year 7 Science Project — What’s in a pencil?
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Year 7 students Art & Design students have spent this first semester being introduced to many new techniques
and inspirations in the Art and Visual Communication Design rooms. They have also been lucky enough to
have several classes with Deakin University Pre-service teacher Miss Jayde Cairns who, in their final class for
the term, took them for a session on Still Life drawing.
Ms Catherine Preston | Visual Communication, Design & Technology Teacher

Year 7 Visual Art & Design
Art is one of everybody’s favourite subjects, it’s not only a subject where you can have fun and enjoy yourself,
it’s a subject to express how you think on paper or a canvas. One of my favourite tasks was recently when we
got an opportunity to create our own painting, it demonstrated our abilities to use brush and paint techniques on
a canvas. Another one of my favourite tasks was when we had to create a patterned sketch of our own design
on a computer, we had to understand the importance of the design principle pattern for designers and
demonstrate an understanding of how to create a repeated pattern using digital software (that’s were our
computers came in handy) to colour and increase our initial pattern square.
If there would be one thing I had to pic that I like about art it would be that it’s enjoyable, every lesson we have
something new and different to try and I like that, it keeps each class as entertaining as the next. From free
drawing to surrealism to still life we have already learnt so much and can’t wait to learn more.
Ginger Perri, Year 7

Student Learning (Curricular and Co-Curricular Activities)

Visual Communication Design Report

Still life painting with Deakin University Pre-service teacher Miss Jayde Cairns
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The latter part of Term 2 was highlighted by the District Cross Country Carnival. Under the watchful eye of
Mr Holloway around 12-15 students every Friday morning before school had been training for this day. We took
35 students to HE Parker Reserve in Heathmont and the hard work paid off!!
26 of the 35 students progressed through to the Eastern Metropolitan Region Cross Country Championships
on Tuesday 19 June. A big shout out and congratulations to Mr Holloway and his runners.
Congratulations to Declan Johnson (1st), Nyapal Giek (2nd) and Bron Jennings (2nd) who all received medals for
their top three finish in their respective age groups.

Bronica Jennings - Year 9

Nyapal Giek - Year 9

Declan Johnson - Year 10

Student Learning (Curriculum & Extra Curricular Activities)

Interschool Sport

For Intermediate Sport day on Wednesday 6 June, we had huge numbers represent Ashwood High School in
Girls Netball (2 teams), Mixed Badminton (5 teams) and Mixed Soccer (2 teams). From all reports, matches
were competitive and played with great sportsmanship. Congratulations to the Boys Badminton team of
Jay Zhang, Michael Wang, Stuart Peters, Jeffrey Jia & Jimi Jian on progressing to the Eastern Metropolitan
Round which will take place on Friday 3 August.
We are sad to lose both Michael and Jay from Ashwood High School, however they will be replaced by
John Qian in the team on the day.
Mr Tom Grbac | Sports Coordinator/Learning Area Coordinator – Health/PE

As soon as you are aware of any changes of
address, phone numbers, medical details, living
arrangements or any long term absences, please
notify the school at 9807 1333 to ensure all our
records are accurate.
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In the lead up to exams, Year 7 students were visited by Doug Fox from the Camberwell Lacrosse Club. He
took the students through a few of the basics of Lacrosse, and this culminated in a round robin tournament.
Below is Doug’s article:
Year 7 Lacrosse Tournament
As part of a three-week segment in PE classes, the Year 7s have been enjoying three weeks of introduction
to the sport of lacrosse presented by our local club, Camberwell Lacrosse Club. This culminated in a
mini-tournament last Friday for Year 7C and 7Z. 46 students competed in eight teams with plenty of fast
running, skilful dodging, passing and sparkling goal scoring.
The Camberwell coaches were very complimentary about how far the players’ skills had advanced during the
brief program.

Student Learning (Curriculum & Extra Curricular Activities)

HEALTH / PE

Later in the year Ashwood High School will have school teams play in the statewide Junior Secondary
Schools Lacrosse Tournament. Many students have indicated that they would like to play more Lacrosse and
can do so by joining a Junior Team at the Camberwell Club which is located nearby in Ashburton.
Well done to all students for completing their exams in HPE. We had terrific attendance from all the students,
indicating a high level of engagement and similarly high expectations from the teachers. Congratulations and
enjoy your Term 2 holidays. — Doug Fox
Mr Tom Grbac | Sports Coordinator/Learning Area Coordinator – Health/PE

STUDENT DROP OFF AND PICKUP POINTS
AT ASHWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
A reminder to all parents that the drop off and pickup points for students are the rear
main carpark at the corner of Vannam Drive and Poplar Avenue, the Farmer Street
Carpark (the netball courts) at the east end of the School or along Vannam Drive
towards the High Street Road end.
The visitor carpark near the main office is not a drop off or pickup point and note that
there are parking restrictions in Vannam Drive near to the pedestrian crossing, during
School Hours 8:00 am to 4:00 pm.

Ashwood High School
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Hi, we are James and Ina the 2018 Year 7 Cadets for the school newsletter. We’re back here to inform you all on
the ACE projects going on at the moment. Each different year level that is in ACE have a different area to focus
on. This area is looked at in the five main subjects, Maths, French, Humanities, English and Science. Different
aspects about the topic are researched in the different classes. The Year 7s are focused on Sustainability, the
Year 8s on Indigenous Australia and the Year 9s are looking at Australia and the Asia Pacific region and
interconnections.
The Year 7s are focused on the problems we face that are to do with sustainability. Whether it’s Global Warming,
uranium, other power sources, or even the Paris Agreement, and how it impacts our society. They are divided in
their House Groups, with each one looking at a different aspect to do with sustainability: Energy, Waste, Water
and Biodiversity. In Humanities, one group, Water, is creating a website to teach other schools about how to be
sustainable. Another group is measuring the greenery in Ashwood. “In all of the subjects, we are having fun, and
it is a really enjoyable task”- They are also comparing the differences in sustainability management, and if France
or Australia is better at keeping our environment safe and protected. After learning about Uranium and different
fuel sources, students were required to create their own question, and then make a scientific poster. The
integrated project is helping demonstrate ACE students understanding of a topic, and their ability to work in small
groups.
The Year 8s are focused on the learning about Aboriginal people in Australia. In Science they are looking at the
plants that the Aborigines use for medicine. They are seeing how the medicines work and their uses. They are
also analysing the weapons that the Aboriginals used and how they work. After they learn about the weapon and
medicine they will present their knowledge in different ways. In English the Year 8s are looking to create a
meaningful video about equality relating to Aboriginals. They will not only be looking at the disadvantages that
Aborigines are put at but also analysing techniques to create a video. In maths they are trying to create a poster
looking at the life expectancy of the Aboriginals and the reasons to why so many die at such a young age. They
will have to put their researching caps on to find the statistics relating to their topics. Finally they will look at all of
the many sporting achievements of the Aboriginals then creating a video to represent the information found.
The Year 9s are studying the interactions between people from the Asia Pacific Region and Australia. They are
learning about them in many different ways from researching online to interviewing students. In Science these are
looking at the technological advancements that are made by people across Asia. They will show their findings on
a scientific poster which will display their knowledge. In Humanities they are looking at the civilisations that lived
in the Asian Pacific Region they are also looking at the areas that they were. They have also been looking at the
books that were written in Asia in English. They are looking at how they are different and similar to the ones in
Australia. Finally they are looking at the immigration of people from Asia to Australia. They have interviewed the
Year 10 International Students to obtain the knowledge about why they came to Australia and how they feel
about Australia compared to their home back in Asia.

Student Learning (Curriculum &Co Curricular Activities)

ACCELERATED CURRICULUM AND ENRICHMENT PROGRAM (ACE)

Thank you guys for reading our newsletter and we’re excited to update you on how ACE is going in the next
newsletter.
James Talbot and Ina Christensen — Year 7 ACE
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Congratulations to the 65 students involved in the recent Winter Concert held on Thursday 24 May. The evening
was hosted by Year 11 students Katriana Fernando and Natasha Talukdar. Several students who were interested
in developing their public speaking skills took on the role of comperes to introduce each of the 28 items. Students
performed a wide range of pieces from classical, Jazz, blues, show tunes and contemporary genres. Items
included flute duets, saxophone trio, solo pianists, flautists and vocalists, dancers, as well as the larger groups
such as the choir, String and Woodwind Ensembles and the Year 9/10 Music class.

Student Learning (Curriculum & Extra Curricular Activities)

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Special thanks to Ben Wain and Blake Tulau for running the sound and lighting, Sean Mann for backstage,
Tom Grbac for playing bass guitar and Rosie Pryor for playing the piano. Extended thanks go to the Ashwood
Parents and Friends Network for the catering, Kim Elliston, Donna Mineo, Karen Bares and our dedicated
Instrumental teachers for all their hard work.
Well done everyone on an extremely enjoyable and entertaining musical evening.
Our attention will now turn to our upcoming Musical Production – Bugsy Malone to be held at the end of Term 3
and of course our End of Year Summer Concert to be held mid November.
Instrumental Lessons
A reminder that enrolment forms and payment for Semester 2 Instrumental Lessons are available through the
Office. New students are welcome to join the program by contacting Ms Mundell during recess and lunchtimes.
Ms Felica Mundell | Instrumental Music Coordinator

Student comments
“The concert was very exciting and a lot of fun.” Carol Yuan (Year 7 Cellist)
“It was a little scary performing for the first time. I have never done anything as big as this before.”

Tile Bodin (Year 7 Cellist)

“It was absolutely amazing, the atmosphere was exciting and I couldn’t have asked for a better first performance.”
Neil Nazareth (Year 10 Vocalist)

“I enjoyed being in the concert. I learnt how to control my nerves.” Glenys Wang (Year 11 FLautist)
“It was a really enjoyable concert. One of the best.” Jessica Harding (Year 9 Vocalist and Compere)
“The concert was fun and a new experience for me. I have never done anything like that before.”
Jack Christie (Year 7 Drummer)
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The “Common Cold” & the “Flu”
Both the common cold and the flu are upper respiratory tract infections caused by viruses.
Respiratory infections are more common in the winter months because people stay
indoors, are in closer contact with each other, and therefore more likely to infect each
other. Infections are spread by airborne droplets when someone with the infection coughs,
sneezes or talks. Viruses can live outside the body in dried mucous for many hours so
disease can also be spread by hand contact after touching a contaminated object, e.g. phone, computer
keyboard, door handle and pens. Wipe down frequently touched surfaces with a damp detergent cloth or
alcohol wipes.




Transitions & Pathways

STUDENT SERVICES REPORT

Handwashing is one of the most important ways to stop the spread of infection
Sneeze & cough either directly into tissues or into the inside of your elbow
If you cough or sneeze into your hands wash them immediately

Common Cold
The common cold is a mild respiratory illness. There are over 200 types of viruses that can cause a cold, so
it is impossible to be immunised against one. There is no cure or specific treatment that will make a cold go
away more quickly. Antibiotics will not help as they do not kill viruses.
Symptoms usually last from a few days to a week & can be relieved in the following ways:





Panadol if either a temperature or aches & pains are present
Warm drinks will soothe a sore throat, dry mouth and help ease coughing
Nasal drops / spray or eucalyptus rubs will help a blocked nose & make breathing easier
Lozenges help relieve sore throat, blocked nose & dry mouth

Influenza
The flu is an acute disease caused by an influenza virus that attacks the lungs, nose and throat. It is worse
than a cold and the symptoms are more intense. Symptoms include fever, chills, muscle aches, cough, chest
congestion, runny nose, headaches and fatigue. It is usually treated with rest and fluid to let the body fight
the infection on its own. As with a cold, over-the-counter medications may help with symptoms. It usually
resolves within a week. Sometimes complications of the flu may cause secondary bacterial infections that
may require antibiotics to treat. Other complications may include pneumonia, sinus infections and worsening
of asthma and other previous health problems.
Every year a seasonal flu vaccination is developed to protect against the four main influenza viruses. Having
the Flu vaccination triggers the body to create antibodies to the virus and therefore kill the virus if you are
exposed to it. Because the flu vaccine doesn’t contain a whole, live virus, it can’t give you the flu. Being
vaccinated prevents you from becoming infected with those four specific, common influenza viruses and
means that there is less of those diseases circulating in the community.
The flu or a cold?
SIGNS & SYMPTOMS

FLU

COLD

Symptom onset

Abrupt

Gradual

Fever

Usual

Rare

Aches

Usual

Slight

Chills

Fairly common

Uncommon

Fatigue, weakness

Usual

Sometimes

Sneezing

Sometimes

Common

Stuffy Nose

Sometimes

Common

Sore Throat

Sometimes

Common

Cough, chest discomfort

Common

Mild to Moderate

Headaches

Common

Rare

https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au
Ms Fiona Keech | Adolescent Heath Nurse
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SAVE THE DATE
As we head into the latter part of the year students will be considering their choices for future years, both at
school and beyond. To assist with this we have been working with many tertiary institutions, other training
providers and community groups to organise the Ashwood High School’s Careers Expo.
This will take place on Monday 23 July from 6 pm – 8 pm in the Senior Learning Centre.
Representatives from the Universities and TAFEs will be joined by representatives from the Police Force,
apprenticeship organisations and gap year opportunities. These will all be enhanced with student services
information for service providers beyond school.

Transitions & Pathways

CAREERS NEWS

This is a great opportunity for students of all year levels who are currently deliberating their subject and
course choices to gather information that will assist with their planning and decision making.
A light supper will be provided and we look forward to seeing all of our Year 10 – 12 students and their parents and guardians on the night. We would also welcome the attendance of students from younger year
levels.
Open Days
To further investigate options and follow up on information received at the Expo students are encouraged to
attend the Tertiary Open Days throughout July and August. The Open Days information can be accessed
via the VTAC website: http://www.vtac.edu.au/opendays.html
As always please make sure that you are regularly checking Compass and the Ashwood High School
Careers website for updates and additional information.
Expos
The 17th Annual Melbourne Career Expo will be held next month at the Melbourne Convention and
Exhibition Centre, South Wharf, on Friday 20 to Sunday 22 July 2018.
At the Expo there will be:







150+ Exhibitors
Universities, TAFEs & RTOs
Large Employers, 100s of Jobs
Apprenticeships & Traineeships
Free Seminars & Workshops
Free Career Counselling & Resume Checking.

Please see the poster on the next page for further information.
Miss Hechenberger has 20 passes in her office – G03 - you are welcome to come and collect or you can
also access free passes by accessing the link http://www.CareerExpo.com.au
The IMVC invites students, parents and guardians to attend a VET Expo on 2019 VET in school courses this will be especially helpful for students considering if VCAL is for them. This inaugural exhibition
showcases over 40 courses available to students. It is a great opportunity to increase awareness of course
content and pathway opportunities.
Date:
Venue:
Time:

16 August 2018
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre
Champions Room
30 Aughtie Drive, Albert Park
6:00pm - 8:30pm

There will be over 15 training providers in attendance at various information booths and formal
presentations on some of the courses.
For further information please refer to the post on Compass.
Mrs Julie Huggins | Senior School Coordinator / Careers Coordinator
Ms Jodie Hechengerger | Careers and Pathways Coordinator
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